




Trying to walk the fine line between
comic book spoof and character drama.

By Joe Fordham
lt all staned with a Flaming

Carrot. From out of the blue in
1987, Bob Burden's six feet
tall, vegetable-headed, self-ig-
nited, crime-ghting superhero
with no superpowers rose to be-
come a beacon of the eighties‘

store boom. lt was a comic -‘
book revolution that had not
been seen since the days of Zap
and Fritz the Cat selling out of
head shops 20 years before.
Michael Richardson's Dark
Horse Comics, established in “
this boom, saw the Carrot com- -

direct-market sales, comic book .
ing, gave him a home in his /41"?‘-

was how to choose characters
from the original comic. This
was not a tidy Fantastic Four, or
even an amorphous Justice
League of America; Burden‘s
Mysterymen were a uctuating
wild bunch that occasionally in-
cluded characters even more
bizarre than their Carrot leader.
The film could not possibly
contain them all."‘We made a
decision very early on to keep it
less broad than the comic book
suggested," said Levin. “There
was a certain level of fantasy in
Bob’s comic which we wanted
to avoid.” lt was eventually de-
cided aliens and the Carrot
would have to wait for sequels

shelter for emerging artists and nu “Mumm.‘ °.M.|°)_maowhmun "_ mm ‘M “sum in favor of Burden's more ter-
simultaneously acquired the (p.u|gq,g.m)_5|u¢¢¢h,,,|m¢\9ymnmg,.,“¢||¢|gh,m¢°"¢||y_ restrial, unnatural juxtaposi-
motley coterie of Burden‘s Car- tions with their trademark off-
rot universe, The Mysterymen. Mystery Men were the charac- have grown up without seeing beat wit.
Dark Horse Comics spawned ters, who were all very blue- any of the movies or the comic Gordon, Levin and Richard-

Dark Horse Entertainment, their collar, set in the margins of so- books we've all seen. That was son brought their pitch to Uni-
film production company, in ciety, about the guy who has a very much a part of our concept versal, and the studio decided
1995, to usher in THE MASK shitty job whose boss beats the from the beginning. We went in they wanted to develop a script

and TIMECOP. TIMECOP crap out of him, or the guy with the assumption our audi~ based on the material. Levin re-

forged a link with Lawrence who's having problems with his ence had seen all the movies called an offbeat genre script
Gordon and Lloyd Levin, the wife and doesn't know how to and read all the comic books, that had caught his eye. PLUTO

powerhouse producer double relate to his kids, or the guy and were maybe bored with the NASH, a comedy about a night-

team, with ten years and 15 who has girlfriend problems. lt same old thing.” club owner fighting for his
movie titles behind them. With was a real departure from any As well as establishing the rights on a lunar colony in
combined credentials including sort of situation Bruce Wayne rules of the Mystery Men's 2087, currently in development

DIE HARDS one and two, both would nd himself in.” world and their characters’ mo- for Eddie Murphy with Castle

PREDATORs, EVENT HORl- The Mystery Men's screen tivation, the concept suggested Rock at Wamer Bros., was writ-
ZON, FIELD OF DREAMS, predecessors, however, still genre-bending possibilities and ten by Neil Cuthbert, whose on-

BOOGIE NIGHTS and THE played a role in the producers’ started to define the project's ly previous genre credits includ-

ROCKETEER, Gordon and early story meetings. “Our su- sense of humor. “We were hop- ed HOCUS FOCUS and RE-
l.evin’s eclectic tastes lead them perheroes are very self-aware of ing maybe we could to what TURN OF SWAMP THING.
to establish arst-look develop- superhero mythology," noted SCREAM did to horror mov- Levin saw the potential. “Neil
ment deal with Dark Horse. Levin. “When you see BAT- ies," said Levin, “to approach wrote from the point of view of
Richardson offered up Burden’s MAN, SUPERMAN, or even our story with a certain amount genuine heart. We were all sure

Mysterymen. SPAWN or BLADE, there's no of self-awareness while still be- that he was capable of writing
Noted Levin, speaking from awareness of the genre and its ing sincere. We were not mak- MYSTERY MEN as a comedy

his Universal Studios office, mythology. It was almost as if ing a spoof." about wannabes and losers,
“What really attracted us to the the characters in these movies The first specific concern without being condescending
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THE STUPIDS. “When we
cast Ben Stiller, we made a
decision to slightly change
the Mr. Furious character,"
Levin recalled. “Brent was
brought in to do it, and that
had a kind of ripple effect on
the rest of the script."

Stiller would eventually
become a leading player in
the MYSTERY MEN, but the
popular comedian first con-
sidered a very different role.
"Ben at one point was going
to direct the script," said
Levin. “When he decided he

“We created a world where the
whole superhero mythology was
embraced. The costumes had to
be believable so they didn’t make

Q our heroes look like buffoons.”

very positive," said Levin.

bie from her oozy Ken to go Ocean Post, long-time collabo-
“Enjoy the Ride" as only G.I. rators from his commercial
Joe knows how. work, to begin development of

With a director aboard, the Champion City, while produc-
cast was not long to follow. tion designer Kirk Petrucelli

~ “The response to the script (BLADE) was recruited to as-a from the acting community was similate the visual plan.
Wardrobe designer Marilyn

“Geoffrey Rush was the first Vance (STREETS OF FIRE)
7 character cast, lling the role of adopted an approach that

our villain Casanova Franken- grounded the characters in their
stein. Geoffrey basically pur- own reality. “We really had to
sued us, he was very eager to be play with the idea that these
in our project, so that was a re- were people who dreamed
ally great way to begin. I think about being superheroes, but

- ultimately we attracted a very they didn't really have the re-
lmlm C, | I H H | independent film-type cast." sources to pull it off," noted
pgg migwm by 5“ Rush was followed by William Levin. “We had to make their

H. Macy, Claire Forlani, costumes credible from the
towards them. He was able to didn’t have enough time to de- Janeane Garafolo, Hank Azaria, point of view of their characters
avoid parody, but yet still make vote to the project as a director, Tom Waits, Paul Reubens, Kel and their situations, but we also
a comedy, and that was a fine we approached him about an- Mitchell, Greg Kinnear, and fi- had to avoid making them look
line." other character and then we just nally Ben Stiller. silly. We were creating a world

The MYSTERY MEN screen- kept re-approaching him about Cuthbert's screenplay took where the whole superhero
play evolved into a tale of a Mr. Furious." shape under Usher's inuence. mythology was embraced, and
group of errant crime-fighters The director's role was filled “Early on I felt the story didn't the costumes had to be believ-
with homespun costumes and by Kinka Usher, a filmmaker have the sophistication that I able so they didn't make our he-
dubious powers who inhabited a new to the feature film arena, was looking for,“ commented roes look like buffoons.“
superhero metropolis, Champi- whose exotic moniker is a Usher. “It was too broad. I tend The fusion of past and pre-
on City, patrolled by the heroic childhood nickname bestowed to go for a much more British- sent became a visual motif in
Captain Amazing. When evil by his siblings—that stuck. style of comedy, which is dryer the design ofthe Mystery Men's
mastermind Casanova Franken- Usher honed his story-telling and more based on situation and world. “The idea was to create a
stein effects his own release skills at his Santa Monica-based character than delivering the universe that spoke to the future
from the Erie Asylum for the production company, House of next joke.” Usher had American but used elements from the past
Criminally Insane, Amazing Usher, producing and directing referents for style. “I used ClTl- and from other places," said
disappears and the Mystery advertising spots for Pepsi, ZEN KANE, visually, and then Levin. “Champion City became
Men are left to save the day. “Got Milk" and Nissan, most probably RAISING ARIZONA, this intense mélange, of which
Further drafts would follow, notably perhaps in a spot where comedically." As pre-produc- took on its own sensibility, with
with revisions also supplied by a Wil Vinton stop-motion ani- tion began, Usher turned to vi- a very Euro-Asian feel. There
a second screenwriter, Brent mated G.l. Joe shanghai’s Bar- sual effects designers at Pacic was also real neo-baroque inu-
Forrester, veteran of THE ence, based on the l9th-cen-
BEN STILLER snow and s;“y&' 19f,'n'm“;§;§f:,f$::;F;:rM tury Spanish architect, Gau-

' I

di, especially for our vil-
lains."

SUPERMAN had Metrop-
olis, based on New York
City; BATMAN had Gotham
City, based on Chicago;
DICK TRACEY had Chester
Gould's Detroit—Usher
planned to break the trend.
“A lot of superhero films
have used American back-
grounds. What I wanted was
to create much more of a
global feeling for MYS-
TERY MEN. I wanted to
make sure there was a sense



of other parts of the world, al- film is on a massive scale, but
though everyone speaks Eng- there are definitely edgy, sub-
lish. The film is probably an “The Men ‘°rks' and versive tones to it. lt‘s like I've
amalgam of San Francisco and bait up Up SIIQVQIS, made an independent picture
Hong Kong, very gritty, with a , within the studio system with a
tremendous Asian inuence in THEY dOl‘l t y and Can’! make studio-sized budget, but the
the music and graphics and thelnsewes skinny‘ They're much film has alittle independent
stneage in the streets, with a lot , heart to it
of European cars driving Infe SLIpeI'heI‘oQS,” Levin gave pause to consider
around." the implications of his maverick

Usher and Petrucelli also
strove to use their production
design to dislocate the city's
sense of time. “We combined a
range of periods from the twen-
ties to the seventies. Some
scenes look very forties, others
look very twenties, all suggest-
ed by different types of cars and
wardrobe and makeup and hair.
As you watch the lm it's visu-
ally very interesting. lt's really
a blend of all these inuences."
An B0-day shoot was

planned starting October 23,
1998, with Brian DePalma's
current favorite director of
photography, Stephen Burum
(SNAKE EYES), lensing Ush-
er's feature debut. One of the

underdog‘s potential amongst
the summer's boxoffice high-
rollers. “Comic books are much
more interesting and complex
than the standard knee-jerk
movie industry will give them
credit for," he stated. “l think a
lot of filmmakers are really
starting to recognize that—l
don't necessarily think a lot of
movie executives are—butl
think that some of the more in-
teresting literature in the last
couple of decades has been
based on graphic novels.
There's a synergy. There's this
tremendous dialogue going on
between comic books and
movies."

Levin quoted THE MATRIX
boldest visual decisions for C H as a recent example of the
MYSTERY MEN, atypical of Sm”. IL“ cross-over. The Wachowski
the recent glut of superhero um Brother's recent boxoffice
movies, was to shoot exteriors fore with large effects bud- instincts. A lot of the actors in- smash tapped the comic gestalt
on practical locations in and gets,” the director stated. “The terpreted their characters in in- by employing extensive pre-vi-
around metropolitan Los Ange- problem with effects is that teresting ways because they sualizations by comic anist Paul
les, enhancing and dropping in they tend to divest the story of were also writers. We had a lot Darrow. This was the tip of the
the digitally created Champion its humanity, and the humanity of scenes with free movement iceberg as far as bevin was con-
City skyline for an estimated of this story was the most im- where we would improvise cerned. “There are so many
60% of the picture. “The sets portant aspect of the project lines, which was very, very movies I've seen that are inu-
for Casanova‘s home were for me. The effects purely sup- helpful in bringing the charac- enced by Frank Miller ‘s work.
built on huge stages and on the ported the idea. The Mystery ters to life." Not even comic book movies,
backlot," said Levin. “All the Men's tasks were very dubi- Enthusiastic studio re- but some of Oliver Stone's
action with our heroes, where ous. They throw forks and beat sponse allowed last minute work, for instance," he ob-
they live, where they work, people up with shovels, they additions, inserting city back- served. lf further evidence were
were all filmed on location, don't fly, they can't make grounds where none were needed, Gordon and Levin's
which was Kinka and Kirk's themselves really skinny— originally planned, but the next Dark Horse project,
idea, which Stephen Burum they're much more practical overall effect has taken every- HELLBOY, currently being
supported. l think it grounds superheroes.“ one by surprise. “From the written and directed by Guiller-
the film and draws our audi- The real thrill for Usher earliest days when Kinka was mo Del Toro, from a magnifi-
ence a lot closer to the charac- came from his collaboration involved with the project, he cent graphic novel by Mike
ters." It has been over 20 years with his performers. “The thing brought this film to a level Mignolla, should turn a few
since Richard Donner first took about good actors is that they which was beyond anything heads in the summer of 2000.
Christopher Reeve out onto the shepherd themselves. They that l had imagined." But then again, it all comes
streets of New York in his red make the film better because The film has been an inter- down to story.
cape and boots for SUPER- they ask really tough questions esting experiment for Usher. “l “One of my favorite things
MAN THE MOVIE. lt was a about why they're doing some- think we've created a different about MYSTERY MEN, even
vibrancy that Levin hoped to thing, and every time they kind of movie, an entertaining though it's a real trip visually
catch on screen in MYSTERY asked these questions, they movie based on characters and and it's a lot of fun, is the
MEN. made the lm better.“ their experiences, not based on theme," said Levin. “Dare to

Despite the visual sophisti- Some of the biggest laughs the classic Hollywood hooks, dream the dream that you want
cation, with Rhythm and Hues on set came from Greg Kinnear. sex and violence. l'm very to dream, and have the courage
joining Pacific Ocean Post to “l first thought Greg was kind pleased that l was allowed the to pursue those dreams, no mat-
add to the expanding roster of of a dolt," Usher stated. “l cast opportunity to make a movie ter what anyone has to say." For
digital effects supervised by him because l thought that was like that, without any studio in- Levin, Usher, Burden and the
Lori Nelson, MYSTERY MEN perfect for Captain Amazing. terference, with really almost cast and crew behind MYS-
remained a character piece for When l started working with total freedom to design the TERY MEN, it has certainly
Usher. “I've made tremendous him as an actor he was wonder- characters and the visual as- been a sentiment they have been
amounts of commercials be- fu|! Asuperb performer! Great pects of the film as l chose. The proud to follow. [ J
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